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Abstract: The field of internal waves in the Black Sea is quite significant. The Black Sea shelf is
of particular interest, but it has not been studied enough in some specific regions. For example,
a narrow and steep shelf of Abkhazia has been poorly explored. Particularly unexplored are the
actual parameters and causes of the generation of internal waves in this area. In this article, we have
attempted to fill this gap by analyzing remote sensing data and in situ data. An analysis of a set
of optical multispectral satellite images (Sentinel-2, Landsat-8) and a collection of sea-truth data of
the shelf zone of Abkhazia was carried out to identify features of internal wave fields of this region.
In situ data were acquired over 9 years using ADCP, CTD, and SVP probes and moored stations
with point and line temperature sensors. It is shown that internal waves are widespread on the
Abkhazian shelf. They appear as trains of short-period waves (as a rule, soliton-like). The quantitative
parameters and features of internal waves are shown and analyzed. The form of manifestation and
direction of internal wave trains’ travel depend on the mechanisms of their origin, among which
are the transformations of inertial internal waves, generation by river plumes, and submesoscale
structures. In general, the article is the most complete and relevant study of the field of internal
waves on the shelf of Abkhazia.

Keywords: internal waves; inertial and short-period internal waves; satellite oceanography; optical
imagery; line temperature sensors; shelf; the Black Sea

1. Introduction

Studies of internal waves in the Black Sea have been carried out for a long time. A
comparison of the measured frequency spectra with the Garrett–Munk model spectrum
showed a reduced energy level of Black Sea internal waves in comparison with ocean
waves [1], which is explained by the absence of the main source of internal waves (tides) in
the closed Black Sea. The absence of tides here is compensated by the presence of various
other sources of internal waves. As a result, the field of internal waves in the Black Sea is
quite significant. It contains packets of intense nonlinear internal waves even with heights
of 10 m or more [2,3].

The Black Sea shelf is of particular interest. This area has been actively studied for
many years using both conventional field methods and remote sensing methods [4–10]. The
use of remote sensing to study internal waves in the Black Sea shelf zone, which has become
widespread in the last decade due to the availability of time series of decameter-resolution
satellite images (first of all, Landsat and Sentinel), has made it possible to obtain new
important results [11–14].

In this article, we analyze three regions of the Abkhazian shelf (see Figure 1). These are
the water areas near Cape Sukhumsky (Figure 1, mark A), the water areas near the mouth
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of the Kodor River (Figure 1, mark B) as well as the shelf area adjacent to the Galsky region
(Figure 1, mark C). We have been performing a series of preliminary studies of internal
waves and currents in the northeastern section of the shelf zone of the Black Sea (which
includes the Gelendzhik and Abkhazian shelves) for almost two decades [15]. Compared to
the Gelendzhik shelf, the shelf of Abkhazia has been little explored. Particularly unexplored
are the actual parameters and causes of the generation of internal waves in this area.
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Figure 1. A schematic map (Google Earth) of the studied water areas indicating the analyzed areas
(A–C), of the Abkhazian shelf.

The specific features of the shelf, which help to use remote sensing in the optical
range productively, are desalinated plumes propagating from the plumes of rivers flowing
into the sea [16–19]. The Abkhazian shelf is quite narrow and has a steep bottom slope.
In the area of Cape Sukhumsky, it reaches 23–25◦, almost from the coastline [20]. This
circumstance impacts the field of internal waves.

The field of internal waves at this shelf, as in the ocean, consists of long-period
components and short-period internal waves. The range of long internal waves includes
internal inertial waves with a period close to 17 h. Short-period waves have a period
from several minutes to tens of minutes. Internal inertial waves play a significant role
in the Black Sea, creating regular thermocline shifts, most pronounced after strong wind
impacts [21]. A feature of the inertial internal waves of the Abkhazian shelf is their large
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amplitudes, the maximum on the entire Black Sea shelf [15]. Figure 2 shows an example of
a multi-day record near Cape Sukhumsky (mark A in Figure 1). Analysis of Figure 2 shows
that inertial oscillations cover the entire water column, shifting the thermocline vertically
by 15–20 m.
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Figure 2. The record of a moored thermistor string near Cape Sukhumsky from 3 November to
13 November 2013 shows inertial internal waves with amplitudes up to 15–20 m.

The purpose of this effort is to reveal and analyze the differential peculiarities of
the internal wave field of the Abkhazian shelf based on our accumulated in situ and
remote sensing data. The mere fact of the measurement and presentation of internal wave
parameters to the scientific community seems to be an important work as internal waves in
this region of the Black Sea have been previously studied very scantily. The paper presents
an analysis of satellite images of decameter-resolution, which makes it possible to accurately
determine the number of parameters of internal waves and the geometric dimensions of
trains. Separately, an analysis of quasi-synchronous imagery of internal wave packets made
by different satellites is carried out; the difference in the times of surveys allows us to make
estimates of propagation velocities of those waves. The work is not limited to fixing the
actual parameters of internal waves. The problem of identifying the directions of wave
train travel in the shelf zone is solved based on the analysis of a set of satellite images of the
three studied regions, followed by the identification of mechanisms for generating internal
waves. The revealed generalized features of the internal wave field are interpreted from
a scientific point of view, taking into account state-of-the-art theoretical ideas about the
phenomena under study. The analyzed material is related to expeditionary work at sea
on the shelf of Abkhazia, and this is a costly work that we have carried out systematically
since 2013. Based on the aforesaid, the presented results and their analysis are relevant and
have scientific significance and novelty.

2. Methods for Measuring and Processing the Obtained Data

The main region of field measurements refers to the water area near Cape Sukhumsky
(see Figure 1, mark A). In the sea, internal wave meters were installed, i.e., vertical chains of
thermistors and autonomous line temperature sensors (LTS) [22]. Unlike point temperature
sensors, an LTS measures the average temperature of the layer it covers by tracking fluctua-
tions caused by internal waves. Multi-day continuous recording of currents was carried
out using an ADCP Rio Grande 600 kHz current meter lowered from a stationary platform
located on the shelf at a depth of 13 m. The vertical shift of temperature and sound velocity
in the coastal zone was monitored using CTD and SVP probes. A more detailed description
of such measurements in this area is given in [23].
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The most useful are contact (in situ) measurements of sea parameters compared
with satellite images of the sea surface. However, cases of obtaining quasi-synchronous
satellite and in situ sea truth data are rare. Nevertheless, the article will present data from
measurements performed simultaneously by in situ and remote sensing methods when
a cyclonic submesoscale eddy was recorded near Cape Sukhumsky. This eddy is well
identified on two optical satellite images obtained one after the other with an interval of
~16 min. Satellite images that are not accompanied by contact measurements are valuable;
nevertheless, we used interesting samples of such images to analyze both the parameters
of internal waves and the mechanisms of their generation.

In this study, we used optical multispectral decameter-resolution imagery obtained
by the Landsat-8 [24] and Sentinel-2 [25] satellite systems. Image acquisition and pre-
processing were performed using the Google Earth Engine [26] cloud environment (see
Tables 1 and 2 and Appendix A, which shows aspects of satellite images and their prepro-
cessing, as well as the code used). Further processing was carried out using the ENVI 4.4
(ITT VIS, Boulder, Colorado, United States) [27] and QGIS 3.0.1 (QGIS.ORG, association
Grüt, Switzerland) [28] software.

Table 1. The main features of satellite image preprocessing.

Landsat-8 Sentinel-2A/B

Sensor, type of source information product OLI, Collection 1 Tier 1 TOA Reflectance MSI, Level-1C

The channel sequence used RGB (B4, B3, B2)

Pixel spacing (m) 30 10

Projection used, EPSG UTM NORTH 37, 32637

Optimal brightness adjustment Stretch: “2 sigma” Stretch: “3 sigma”

Table 2. The specifications of the satellite images used.

No. Date Satellite Granule ID

1 10 September 2017 Sentinel-2 B 20170910T080959_20170910T081359_T37TFH
20170910T080959_20170910T081359_T37TGH

2 4 October 2020 Landsat-8 LC08_173030_20201004
LC08_173031_20201004

3 4 October 2020 Sentinel-2 B 20201004T080759_20201004T081240_T37TFH
20201004T080759_20201004T081240_T37TGH

4 24 October 2020 Sentinel-2 B 20201024T081009_20201024T081240_T37TFH
20201024T081009_20201024T081240_T37TGH

5 25 August 2021 Sentinel-2 A 20210825T080611_20210825T080832_T37TFH
20210825T080611_20210825T080832_T37TGH

It is known [16,29,30] that internal waves of various origins lead to local changes in
fields of current velocity and modulation of the spatial structure of surface waves, which
can be recorded by both optical and radar remote sensing systems. The mechanisms and
features of the appearance of optical contrasts in satellite images of the sea surface associated
with internal waves have been discussed in numerous works (see, for example, [29,31–34]).
Summarizing these mechanisms and features, we can point out that orbital currents of
internal waves form areas of convergence and divergence of waters in the near-surface
layer of the sea, which in turn creates alternating “strips” of smoothed slicks and rips [35],
which in turn leads to the appearance of corresponding contrasts [16,33,34]. Such “strips”
have a characteristic structure and can be interpreted [32,36–39].

In this study, the surface manifestations of internal waves were recorded and studied
using satellite data. The location of the detected wave trains, the distances between the
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wave crests, and the direction of wave propagation were determined. These actual data
were used afterward in discussions and analysis performed in conjunction with sea truth
observations. For a better interpretation of surface manifestations of internal waves, the
histogram of image brightness was transformed (transformation parameters were selected
by the operator in an interactive mode) [26,27]. To determine the wavelengths, there were
estimated the distances between the lines, which correspond to the brightest areas of the
surface manifestations of internal waves in optical multispectral true color images.

In addition, an experiment was carried out to study the displacement of trains of
internal waves recorded from satellite images obtained with a time difference of ~16 min.
In this experiment, a map of the position of the crests of internal waves recorded at various
points in time was constructed. Using this map, approximate values of the velocity and
direction of propagation of internal waves were estimated and analyzed.

3. Concentric Structures near the Mouth of the Kodor River

Internal waves come to Cape Sukhumsky from the southeast, picked up by a plume
of desalinated water from the Kodor River [40]. Figure 3 shows an optical satellite im-
age (Sentinel-2, 10 September 2017) illustrating one characteristic case of surface wave
generation and two characteristic cases of the existence of internal wave packets, whose
generation is associated with the Kodor River (see Figure 1). These cases are discussed in
detail below.
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Figure 4 shows an example illustrating ring structures where a river flows into the
sea (see Figure 3I). The Kodor River flows into the sea in two branches. The right branch
carries the main flow of the river, and the left branch carries the reduced one. Near the
branches of the river, wave structures diverging in concentric circles are formed. More
intense waves are formed from the right flow. The entire range of the intense wave field
extends to 1.5 km into the sea and beyond. The number of waves in this train is about 30.
Their lengths generally decrease from the generation point towards the open sea, being in
the range from ~120 m to ~60 m (see Figure 4).
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structures at the confluence of the Kodor River into the sea.

Despite a clear picture of ring structures and several attempts to relate them to internal
waves using sea truth in situ measurements, we have not yet been able to prove their
relation to internal waves. The point is that these ring structures do not show up in radar
images though they are clearly visible in optical images. This gives reason to consider them
as a manifestation of surface waves arising on a plume of desalinated water flowing into
the sea. Nevertheless, several times we managed to register internal waves, the origin of
which is associated precisely with the jet of river water flowing into the sea.

4. Internal Waves Generated by the Plume of the Kodor River

Figure 5 shows the ADCP record for ship measurements on a track made perpendicular
to the coastline at a location opposite the river mouth. Internal waves are clearly visible
on the pycnocline formed by river waters. Estimates of wave parameters: they have
the form of depression on the thermocline; height 3–6 m; length 200 m; orbital speed
(vertical component) 0.2 m/s. The parameters and shape of the waves indicate their
non-linear nature.

A moving plume of river waters is capable of emitting packets of short-period internal
waves at its boundaries. Figure 6 shows fragment II of the satellite image (Sentinel-2,
10 September 2017), which shows trains of internal waves generated by the plume of the
Kodor River (wave movement to the northwest) and its front (wave movement towards
the coast).
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Figure 6. Fragment II of the satellite image (Sentinel-2, 10 September 2017) shows the trains of
internal waves generated by the plume of the Kodor River (arrows show the direction of movement of
the trains).

The analysis of Figure 6 shows that at the beginning of the plume, two trains of internal
waves were observed, located almost perpendicular to each other. One train of 5–6 waves
was located directly in the plume of muddy desalinated water and moved along with it to
the northwest. The front of the head wave of this train, when interacting with the plume
boundary facing the coast, generated a train of ~10 small-scale internal waves propagating
towards the coast to the northeast. The head wave was at a distance of 415 m from the
coast and had a length of 75 m. The wavefront had a convex shape towards the coast and
extended for 2.6 km. The lengths of other waves in the train gradually decreased to 50–30 m.
The mechanism of generation of these waves is similar to the mechanism of generation of
waves by the surface intrusion of desalinated water, observed in [41].

Figure 7 shows fragment III of the studied satellite image, which shows manifestations
of a packet of internal waves moving towards Cape Sukhumsky. As can be seen from
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Figure 7, the internal waves closest to the cape were located at a distance of 3.1 km from
the coast, moving almost along the normal to it. The wavelengths ranged from 67 to 107 m.
There were more than 14 waves on the train. The genesis of these waves is associated with
the joint action (decay) of an inertial internal wave approaching the cape and the frontal
zone from a freshwater plume.
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A freshwater plume can also generate short-period internal waves moving into the
open sea. Figure 8 depicts fragments of the Sentinel-2 optical satellite image dated 25 Au-
gust 2021, which show short-period internal waves moving seaward from the freshwater
front of the Kodor River plume.
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In addition to the considered mechanisms for the formation of internal waves in the
study area, it is also possible for inertial internal waves to enter the coastal zone with the
generation of packets of short-period waves moving ashore. Due to the steep slope of
the bottom, a large part of the short waves are reflected in this place. These features are
described in [23].

5. Cyclonic Eddy Near Cape Sukhumsky and Internal Waves That It Generated

The situations of generation of internal wave packets considered above were related
to the presence of a northwestern current on the shelf. Like the entire Black Sea, the
Abkhazian shelf is characterized by a bimodal regime of currents. In addition to the
northwestern current, a southwestern current is observed. A similar situation was observed
at the beginning of October 2020, when we performed sea truth observations near Cape
Sukhumsky. During in situ measurements on 4 October 2020, two optical satellite images
were obtained with a time shift of ~16 min (OLI Landsat-8, 08:02:03 GMT and MSI Sentinel-
2, 08:18:11 GMT). A coastal cyclonic eddy was observed in the water area at that time.
This eddy was well identified in satellite images (see further materials of the article) due
to desalinated water carrying suspended matter from the Gumista River located west of
Cape Sukhumsky.

Inertial oscillations manifest in vertical displacements of the thermocline (as shown
in Figure 2), as well as in current velocity measurements, and have a frequency equal to
the Coriolis parameter at the observation latitude [42]. The simplest theory of inertial
oscillations gives a circular anticyclonic rotation of the velocity vector measured at a
given point [43]. In the coastal zone of the sea, the velocity hodograph changes. From
27 September to 8 October 2020, an ADCP was operating on a stationary platform located
near Cape Sukhumsky at a point of 13 m depth. The current meter recorded the regular
passages of currents through the observation point. Figure 9 shows the records of the
meridional and zonal components of the current. Both components are characterized
by amplitude variability with inertial periodicity, but the range of current amplitudes of
the zonal component is much larger (up to 0.5 m/s). Frequency spectra (see Figure 9b)
confirm the predominance of inertial oscillations of the currents due to a peak near the
inertial frequency.
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A combination of such factors as the observed inertial motions, horizontal shear
instability of the alongshore current, and uneven characteristics of the surface desalinated
layer led to the formation of a cyclonic eddy in the study area.

On 04 October, a cyclonic eddy passed in the sea through the traverse of Cape Sukhum-
sky at about 08 AM local time (LT). The speed of the eddy was 0.34 m/s. It was formed
from a plume of moderately turbid cold water (outflowing from the Gumista River) and
transformed into a plume flowing around the cape. At this time, the direction of the flow of
the inertial period coincided with the eastern one (See Figure 10). The passage of the eddy
was accompanied by the cooling of the entire water column. An LTS, located at a distance
of 60 m from the coast at a depth of 50 m, showed a decrease in the average temperature
of the layer it covered from 23 ◦C to 18 ◦C (Figure 11). The moment of the beginning of
the water column cooling could be associated with the center of the eddy passage of the
cape’s traverse.
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Satellite optical surveys were made 3 h later (Landsat 8, 11:02:03 LT and Sentinel-2:
11:18:11 LT). At that time, the core of the eddy was at a distance of about 2 km from the
shoreline. Banded structures were visible on the periphery of the eddy due to surface
manifestations of short-period internal waves (see Figures 12 and 13). The weather was
clear at that time and slick bands were visible eastward from the platform (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. The photography of the sea surface taken on 4 October 2020 at 09:53 LT by E. Khimchenko
towards Cape Kodor to the southeast of the platform. Slick bands associated with internal waves are
visible in the sea at a distance of 2–3 km.

Comprehensive analysis of the data shown in Figures 12 and 13, as well as the results
of in situ measurements, allows us to give the following characteristics of the observed
processes. Wave train No. 1 consisted of 3 internal waves with wavelengths of 50–70 m.
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The surface manifestations of waves shifted to the southeast by approximately 200 m in
16 min, which gives an estimate of their velocity of about 0.21 m/s. Train No. 2 included
5–6 waves of southwest direction. According to the comparison of satellite images, the train
practically did not shift (Figures 12 and 13). This effect may be explained by the alongshore
shear current. This current intensifies at a distance from the coast, and wave train No. 2 is
locked by the current as the speed of the generated internal waves is close to the speed of
the oncoming flow of currents at this site. Wave train No. 1, oriented to the southeast, is
under the strong influence of the east current. Therefore, the speed of train No. 1 (originally
directed against the oncoming current component) cannot overcome this current, and the
packet moves at an angle away from the coast.

It should be noted that eddies can serve as a source of generation of internal waves
on the shelf. There are few reports of this phenomenon. For the Black Sea, the authors
of [44] reported this when they found packets of internal waves near the eddies in satellite
images. Recently, the generation of intense internal waves associated with an anticyclonic
submesoscale eddy in the Barents Sea near Cape Svyatoy Nos was discovered [45]. In the
scientific literature, there are theoretical works predicting eddies as a source of genera-
tion of internal waves in the sea [46,47], as well as the interaction of internal tides with
an eddy [48].

6. Generation of Internal Wave Packets Associated with a Plume of River Waters and
Decay of Inertial Waves in the Galsky Region

Examples of registration of surface manifestations of internal waves in the Galsky
region (see Figure 1, mark C) are given in this final part of the article. In this region, trains
of waves moving both from the coast and towards the coast are clearly visible. Their origin
is associated with the decay of inertial internal waves, as well as the generation of packets
by a plume of river waters.

The discharge channel of the Eristskali River, running from the Galsky water reservoir
to the Black Sea, is the most powerful source of suspended matter for the coastal water
of Abkhazia. This circumstance makes it possible to better identify the field of generated
internal waves in optical satellite images of the shelf area (see Figure 15).
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The plume of the discharge channel of the Eristskali River can be traced clearly
(Figure 15). The packet of internal waves moves from the west landward (wavelengths
from 95 to 25 m). These waves propagate on the shelf in a wide front. They owe their origin
to nonlinear effects that accumulate in an inertial internal wave during its propagation to
the shore (trains Nos. 2 and 3). Train No. 1 (wavelength 60–50 m) generated by the moving
frontal zone of the freshwater plume is propagating towards the front of train No. 2. The
fronts of wave packet No. 1 are curved and follow the contours of the plume boundaries.
Trains meet and cross at a distance of 2.7 km from the coast. It should also be noted that
inertial internal waves on the Abkhazian shelf approach quite close to the coast, which is
confirmed by in situ observations (see Figure 9). The inertial wave approaching the steep
coast undergoes other changes, which lead to the generation of short-period internal waves
on its crest [23].

7. Conclusions

The analyzed material is the most complete generalization of modern ideas about the
field of internal waves on the shelf of Abkhazia. The work was carried out on the basis of a
large array of satellite images and sub-satellite measurement data to identify and study the
features of the field of internal waves in this region. We highlight the main results.

1. It is shown that internal waves are widespread on the Abkhazian shelf. They appear
as trains of short-period waves (as a rule, soliton-like) that move in different directions,
in contrast to trains on wide shelves, which are characterized by movement towards
the coast.

2. The direction of internal wave trains’ travel depends on the sources of their generation.
The prevailing direction of internal wave propagation is to the shore. Inertial internal
waves move in this direction. These waves came from the open part of the sea to
shallow water, where they, being transformed, generate trains of short-period waves,
which also move ashore. Moreover, movement ashore is possible when waves are
generated by the lateral front of a plume of desalinated river waters moving along the
coast.

3. The cases of the moving of internal wave trains offshore are revealed. This is due
to the generation of internal waves by the river plume front moving from the coast.
Nonlinear internal waves moving from the shore can be generated by a jet of river
water flowing into the sea, as well as by reflecting short-period waves incident on the
shore in the case of a very steep shelf.

4. The effect of the generation of multidirectional internal waves by a cyclonic sub-
mesoscale eddy is shown using the example of a detailed analysis of a set of quasi-
synchronous satellite and sea truth data, and the impacts of currents on the propaga-
tion of such waves are analyzed.

Thus, a number of new results were obtained that advance knowledge about the field
of internal waves of the shelf zone of the northeastern part of the Black Sea, as well as in
general about the mechanisms of generation of internal waves on a steep shelf and the
possibilities of their monitoring by remote sensing and field methods.
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Appendix A. Google Earth Engine Code for Satellite Data Request

//04 Oct 2020 eddy case example
//region
var geometry =
/* color: #98ff00 */
/* shown: false */
/* displayProperties: [
{
“type”: “rectangle”
}
] */
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[40.80234939589657, 43.016516226192536],
[40.80234939589657, 42.44962527591389],
[41.55388290419735, 42.44962527591389],
[41.55388290419735, 43.016516226192536]]], null, false);
var DayStart = ‘2020-10-04’;
var parameter = [‘B4’,’B3’,’B2’];
//Sentinel-2
var datasetA = ee.ImageCollection(‘COPERNICUS/S2’)
.filterDate(DayStart,DayStart+’T23:59’)
.filterBounds(geometry)
.select(parameter);
print(datasetA);
var datasetAbands= datasetA.toBands();
var imageA=ee.Image(datasetAbands).float();
var mapVis = {
min: 0,
max: 500,
};
Map.addLayer(datasetA, mapVis,’SENTINEL-2’);
//more than 3 bands can be downloaded depending on the configuration of granules
Export.image.toDrive({
image: imageA,
description: DayStart+’_SENTINEL-2_TRUEcolor’,
scale: 10,
folder: ‘ABHAZIA_SENTINEL-2’,
region: geometry,
crs: ‘EPSG:32637’
});
//Landsat-8
var datasetB = ee.ImageCollection(‘LANDSAT/LC08/C01/T1_TOA’)
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.filterDate(DayStart,DayStart+’T23:59’)

.filterBounds(geometry)

.select(parameter);
print(datasetB);
var datasetBbands= datasetB.toBands();
var imageB=ee.Image(datasetBbands).float();
var mapVis = {
min: 0,
max: 0.15,
};
Map.addLayer(datasetB, mapVis,’LANDSAT-8’);
Export.image.toDrive({
image: imageB,
description: DayStart+’_LANDSAT-8_TRUEcolor’,
scale: 30,
folder: ‘ABHAZIA_LANDSAT-8’,
region: geometry,
crs: ‘EPSG:32637’
});
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